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Cultured tumor cells show a marked increase in deoxyglucose
uptake as early as 3 h after single high-dose irradiation, reflecting
hyperacute response of the cells to noxious intervention. To
evaluate the hyperacute effect of high-dose irradiation on tumor
glucose metabolism in vivo, we measured 2-[18F]fluoro-2-deoxy-
D-glucose (FDG) tumor uptake before and immediately after

Stereotactic radiosurgery. Methods: A total of 19 brain tumors (17
metastatic and 2 primary, a meningioma and a central neurocy-
toma) in eight patients were treated with Stereotactic radiosur
gery. The received dose was between 24 and 32 Gy delivered to
the central target point in the tumor. FDG PET was performed
within 1 wk before radiosurgery and again 4 h after treatment.
The net influx constant (Ki) was calculated on a pixel-by-pixel
basis using graphical analysis, and the Ki ratio of tumor to
ipsilateral cerebellum was used as an index of FDG uptake of the
tumor. Results: Eighteen of 19 irradiated tumors, all metastatic
tumors and the meningioma, showed a 29.7% Â±14.0% increase
in the Ki ratio, which was significantly higher than that of
nonirradiated tumors (4.1% Â±3.6%, n = 8, P< 0.0001, analysis
of variance). In metastatic tumors, an increase in the Ki ratio was
significantly correlated with a decrease in the size of the irradi
ated tumors, as revealed by follow-up with CT or MRI (r = 0.61,
P = 0.012, simple regression). The meningioma did not show a
significant decrease in size, probably due to the short follow-up
period. The central neurocytoma did not show any change in the
Ki ratio or in tumor size. Conclusion: Serial FDG PET could be a
potential tool for predicting the outcome of radiosurgery for brain
tumors by detecting hyperacute changes in tumor glucose
metabolism.
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B'ecause of the high glucose use of many neoplasms
(7,2), 2-[18F]fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose (FDG) and PET are

of demonstrated clinical value in detecting malignant tissue
and quantifying changes in tumor glycolysis during and after
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treatment (3,4). After facilitated diffusion from plasma to
tissue, FDG is phosphorylated by hexokinase and trapped
intracellularly as FDG-6-PO4. About 40 min after intrave
nous injection of FDG, the majority of the 18F signal

originates from intracellular FDG-6-PO4. With a slow rate of
dephosphorylation, FDG-6-PO4 accumulates at a rate propor

tional to glycolysis (3).
Although several studies have stressed the usefulness of

FDG PET for detecting therapeutic efficacy, which is
reflected by a decline in FDG uptake (5-7), the onset of

metabolic changes that reflect treatment effects rarely has
been reported. Hautzel and Muller-Garter (8) found that

tumor glucose uptake was enhanced after the application of
6 Gy (2 Gy/d) but constantly declined as the dose was
increased. Furuta et al. (9) studied early changes in the
glucose metabolism of human tumor xenografts. Only the
most radiosensitive tumor showed an increase in FDG
uptake 2 h after irradiation compared with a nonirradiated
group. Rozental et al. (70) reported that glucose uptake
ratios increased 25%â€”42% 1 d after radiotherapy and then

decreased to between 10% above and 12% below the
baseline 7 d after radiotherapy. Using cultured tumor cells,
Fujibayashi et al. (77) observed a significant increase in
glucose metabolism as early as 3 h after single high-dose

irradiation, without any morphological change or change in
cell number. Various oncogenes overexpressed in tumor
cells respond rapidly to ionizing radiation (72). Increased
expression of various growth-related genes also has been

reported (12,13). Oncogene expression of these messenger
ribonucleic acids increases within 10-30 min after irradia

tion but subsequently returns to baseline in 1 or 2 d (72).
To evaluate the hyperacute effect of high-dose irradiation

in a single fraction on tumor glucose metabolism, we per
formed FDG PET before and immediately after radiosurgery.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients
Eight patients (three men, five women; mean age 61.1 Â±18.7 y

with brain neoplasms were included in this study (Table 1). Two
patients each had a single, residual, primary brain tumor after
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TABLE 1
Patient Characteristics and Radiation Doses in Radiosurgery

Patientno.Age(y)Origin/Sex
histologyNo.

oflesionsPriortreatmentDose(Gy)Metastatic1Z3456Primary788355498061607526M

LungM

LungF

LungF

LungM

MelanomaF

ColonF

MeningiomaF
Centralneuro-cytomaMultipleMultipleMultipleMultipleMultipleSingleSingleSingleNoneSurgery

+WB
30GyNoneSurgeryWB

30GyNoneSurgerySurgery25.625.632.032.032.0*24.0*32.032.032.032.032.024.0*24.0*32.032.024.0*24.0*32.0*32.024.024.0

*Dose of second radiosurgery.

WB = whole-brain radiotherapy.

partial resection. Six patients had metastatic brain tumors from the
lung (n = 4), skin (melanoma) (n = 1) and colon (n = 1).
Contrast-enhanced MR and CT images showed that five of these

patients had multiple brain lesions and one patient had a single
lesion. Two patients with mÃ©tastaseshad undergone whole-brain

irradiation (one of these patients also had the tumor resected), one
patient had tumor resection only and three other patients never had
been treated for the brain lesions before the present radiosurgery. In
accordance with the criteria for radiosurgery in our hospital, none
of the patients had active extracranial disease, and all were
expected to survive at least 6 mo after treatment. None of the
patients received chemotherapy during the study. Three patients
received radiosurgery twice. The study protocol was approved by
the Ethical Committee of Fukui Medical University, and all
patients gave their written informed consent.

Stereotactic Radiosurgery
All patients were treated with 10-MV photons using a linear

accelerator with a multiple-arc non-coplanar method in which

irradiation accuracy was estimated to be within Â±1mm (Â¡4,15).
The mechanical details of Stereotactic radiosurgery have been
described previously (16). With the patient under local anesthesia
(xylocaine) and intravenous analgesics (pentazocine), Leksell's
Stereotactic frame was applied to the patient's head and fixed to the

treatment bed. Axial CT was performed after the administration of
a contrast agent to obtain sequential slices that were 1 mm thick at
the target point and 5 mm thick through the entire head. Treatment
planning software (Marui Medical Inc., Tokyo, Japan) was used to

select the center of the tumor and to calculate the number of
treatment arcs, start and stop angles for the linear accelerator gantry
and couch angles. The 50% isodose line covered the periphery of
the tumor, which was delineated by contrast-enhanced CT. All

treatment procedures took about 2 h. With multiple mÃ©tastases,
another hour was required to treat each additional tumor. We
irradiated no more than 3 tumors at a time, and the others were
treated on a second occasion. Stereotactic radiosurgery was deliv
ered with a sharp, peripheral dose falloff, resulting in minimal
exposure of surrounding tissue (Fig. 1). The received dose ranged
from 24 to 32 Gy, delivered to the central target point in the tumor
(Table 1).

PET
Patients underwent a set of two consecutive FDG PET scans

combined with each radiosurgery session. The first scan was
obtained within I wk before radiosurgery, and the second scan was
obtained 4 h after the session. Five patients underwent single
radiosurgery, with a set of FDG PET scans. Three patients received
radiosurgery twice (patients 2, 4 and 5 in Table 1). Patients 2 and 5
underwent two sets of FDG PET scans. In patient 5, the pretreat
ment FDG PET for the second radiosurgery was performed 2 wk
after the first post-treatment FDG PET. Patient 4 underwent the

first radiosurgery with a set of FDG PET scans. Without combined
FDG PET, patient 4 received the second radiosurgery. Thus, 10 sets
of FDG PET were performed, combined with radiosurgery, for a
total of 20 scans.

FDG was produced by the method of Harnacher et al. (Â¡7)with
an automated FDG synthesis system (NKK, Tokyo, Japan) and a
small cyclotron (OSCAR3; Oxford Instruments, Oxford, UK). PET
was performed with a General Electric Advance system (General
Electric, Milwaukee, WI). The physical characteristics of this

FIGURE 1. Typical dose distributionsuperimposed on trans-
axial CT image. Tumor is included in area bounded by 80%
isodose line (red), surrounded by narrow zone of rapid falloff in
dose (blue; limited by 50% and 80% isodose lines).
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scanner have been described in detail by DeGrado et al. (18). This
system permits the simultaneous acquisition of 35 transverse slices
with interslice spacing of 4.25 mm with septa (two-dimensional
mode). Images were reconstructed to a full width at half maximum
of 4.2 mm in both transaxial and axial directions. The field of view
(FOV) and the pixel size of the reconstructed images were 256 and
2 mm, respectively. Transmission scans were obtained for 10 min
using a standard pin source of 68Ge/68Gafor attenuation correction
of the emission images. A dose of FDG (244-488 MBq) was
administered for 10s by means of the cubital vein. Dynamic scans
were obtained up to 60 min after the injection, with arterial
sampling. The mode of dynamic data acquisition consisted of four
30-s frames, eight 60-s frames and five 600-s frames. Plasma
glucose concentrations were measured in all patients. From the
time of the injection, 2 mL of arterial blood were sampled every 15
s in the first 2 min and then at 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45 and 60 min
after the injection. The plasma radioactivity was measured by a
scintillation counter, against which the PET camera was cross-
calibrated, using a cylindrical phantom filled with the I8Fsolution.

CT and MRI
CT and MRI were performed in all patients. A standard

commercial CT system (High Speed Advantage RP scanner;
General Electric-Yokogawa Medical System, Tokyo, Japan) was
used to obtain contiguous transaxial images (FOV 23 X 23 cm,
matrix size 512 X 512), with peak voltage of 120 kV and tube
current of 250 mA, covering the entire brain in 7-mm slices and
with 7-mm collimation. For contrast enhancement studies, 100 mL
iopamidol, 300 mg/mL (lopamilon 300; Nihon Schering, Osaka,
Japan), or 100 mL iohexol, 300 mg/mL (Omnipaque 300; Daiichi
Seiyaku, Tokyo, Japan), were injected intravenously as a bolus.

A 1.5-TMRI system (Signa Horizon; General Electric) was used
to obtain transaxial Tl-weighted fast spinecho images (repetition
time [ms]/echo time [ms]/number of excitations = 333/10/3) and
T2-weighted fast spinecho images (3500/88/2) (FOV 22 X 16 cm,
matrix size 256 X 224), as well as sagittal and coronal Tl-weighted
images (FOV 22 X 22 cm, matrix size 256 X 224). Slice thickness
was 5 mm. For contrast enhancement studies, 0.1 mmol/kg body
weight of gadolinium-diethylenetriamine pentaacetic acid (Magne-
vist; Nihon Schering) was injected intravenously.

Data Analysis
The MRI and FDG PET dataseis were transferred to a SUN

workstation (SPARCstation MP20; SUN Microsystems, Mountain
View, CA), and the MRI dataset was converted into a 256 X 256
matrix. The final voxel sizes of the MR and FDG PET images were
0.86 X 0.86 x 4 mm and 2 X 2 X 4.25 mm, respectively.
Co-registration of FDG PET and MRI was performed on a SUN
workstation using a software package (Dr. View; Asahi Kasei Joho
System, Tokyo, Japan) using a method described by Kapouleas et
al. (19).

The net influx constant (Ki) was calculated on a pixel-by-pixel
basis using dynamic data with graphical analysis (20,21). Regions
of interest (ROIs) were placed over the tumor and the ipsilateral
cerebellum, using the MR image as an anatomic reference. ROI
size of the tumor was approximately 0.64 cm3 (8.6 X 8.6 X 8.6

mm, 71 pixels), and average Ki values were determined for the area
of maximal activity within the tumor. ROI size of the ipsilateral
cerebellum was approximately 5.07 cm' (17.2 X 17.2 X 17.2 mm.

299 pixels). The Ki ratio of tumor to ipsilateral cerebellum was
calculated. The percentage change in the Ki ratio was used to assess
the acute effect of radiosurgery on glucose metabolism. Further

more, to evaluate the late effect of radiosurgery, the percentage
decrement in the tumor volume at 5-6 mo after treatment was
observed on serial MR or CT images. One patient (patient 6 in
Table 1) died 3 wk after the radiosurgery and was excluded from
this analysis. Hence, late therapeutic effect was evaluated in 18
irradiated tumors (16 metastatic and 2 primary). Because most of
the tumors were round in shape on transaxial and coronal sections,
we assumed they were spheres. To calculate the volume, the
maximum diameter of the tumor was measured on the contrast-
enhanced CT or MR images. The volumes of 2 irregularly shaped
tumors of patients 1 and 8 were calculated as combinations of
spheres.

RESULTS

Table 2 shows the Ki ratios before and after treatment.
Eighteen of the 19 irradiated tumors (17 metastatic and 1
primary meningioma) showed an increase in the Ki ratio
(29.7% Â±14.0% [mean Â±SD]) compared with nonirradi-

TABLE 2
Net Influx Constant (Ki) (min~1) of Each Tumor Before and

After Radiosurgery

Pretreatment Ki
PsticntTreatno.

mentTumorMetastatic1

R0.0357R
0.02582

R*0.0256R*
0.0246NR

0.0232NR
0.0210Rt
0.0171Rt
0.0115NR

0.02863
R0.0212R

0.01824
R*0.0236R*
0.0646R*
0.0143NR

0.0181NR
0.02625

R*0.0418R*
0.0511NR

0.0683NR
0.0361NR
0.0361Rt
0.0512Rt
0.0268Rt

0.03036
R0.0155Primary7

R0.01558
R0.0323'First

radiosurgery.Cerebellum0.03730.03730.02140.02140.02140.02140.02090.02090.02090.02790.02790.01590.01590.01590.01590.01590.02170.02170.02170.02170.02170.01670.01670.01670.01400.02190.0313Post-treatmentTumor0.03810.02740.04240.03800.02660.02530.02590.01280.02920.02280.01920.01790.04930.01110.01260.01740.03400.05160.05840.02830.02840.05590.02950.03520.02490.01420.0366Cerebellum0.02860.02860.02410.02410.02410.02410.02000.02000.02000.02130.02130.01050.01050.01050.01050.01050.01700.01700.01700.01700.01700.01500.01500.01500.01750.01410.0347%

changeÂ¡n
Kiratio39.438.947.237.12.27.058.216.46.640.937.615.416.117.86.21.022.329.39.3-0.10.721.322.829.328.842.61.9*tSecond

radiosurgery.^Central
neurocytoma (see text fordetails).R

= radiated; NR =not radiated.
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FIGURE 2. Pretreatment (A) and 4 h post-treatment(B) FDG
PET images of patient with lung carcinoma (patient 1 in Table 1).
Tissue activity images are shown. FDG accumulation of meta-
static tumor in left parieto-occipital region, relative to that of gray
matter, increased immediately after radiosurgery.

ated tumors (4.1% Â±3.6%, n = 8); this difference was

significant (P < 0.0001, analysis of variance). The percent
age change in the Ki ratio of these 18 tumors ranged from
15.4% to 58.2%. Figure 2 shows an immediate increase in
FDG uptake of an irradiated metastatic tumor 4 h after
radiosurgery. The central neurocytoma did not show any
significant change in Ki ratio ( 1.9%).

Radiosurgery had a therapeutic effect on most metastatic
tumors, demonstrated by a decrease in tumor size on MR or
CT images (Fig. 3). Tumors that responded better to the
radiosurgery had greater increases in Ki ratio than tumors
that responded poorly (Table 3). In 16 irradiated metastatic
tumors, percentage volume decrement and percentage in
crease in the Ki ratio showed a positive correlation (r =
0.611, y = 1.516X - 12.383, P = 0.0119) (Fig. 4).

Pretreatment tumor volume was not significantly associated
with percentage increase in the Ki ratio (r = 0.42, P = 0.10).

Patient 5, who had 5 metastatic brain tumors from an ocular
melanoma, first was treated for 2 tumors and later was
treated for the other 3 tumors. Percentage change in the Ki
ratio obtained 4 h after the first treatment was 22.3% and

TABLE 3
Changes in Tumor Volume and Net Influx Constant (Ki)

Patient Volume (cm3) % 0/oCnange

no.12345Pretreatment1.774.192.35*1.447.23t3.054.511.154.19*0.520.275.20*1.95*1.15t2.80t2.80tPost-treatment1.152.800.450.223.312.143.310.704.190.450.383.310.520.902.351.60decrease34.9033.0180.9184.6354.2029.7726.5139.420.0014.26-42.3836.2973.1521.3516.1843.12inKÂ¡ratio39.4238.9047.2437.0858.1816.3840.8637.6415.4416.1117.8022.3429.3221.6322.8229.29

*First radiosurgery.

tSecond radiosurgery.

29.3% (Table 2 and Fig. 5). The Ki ratio of the irradiated
tumors was 21.8% higher than that of the nonirradiated
masses. One nontarget tumor, which was located close (3
cm) to the target tumor and received a dose of 3-5 Gy,

showed a slight increase in the Ki ratio (9.3%, Table 2 and
Fig. 5). Follow-up FDG PET 2 wk after the first treatment

showed that the Ki ratios of the irradiated tumors had fallen
below the baseline value (Fig. 5). Follow-up CT confirmed

the effectiveness of the radiosurgery by showing a decrease
in tumor size (Table 3).

The central neurocytoma showed moderate FDG uptake
before treatment, but there was no significant increase after
radiosurgery and no change in size after 6 mo (Table 2). The
meningioma showed low FDG uptake before treatment and

FIGURE 3. Contrast-enhanced MR im
ages of patient with metastatic lung carci
noma before (A) and 6 mo after (B) stereo-
tactic radiosurgery (patient 2 in Table 1).
Significant decrease in tumor size con
firmed effectiveness of radiosurgery.
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FIGURE 4. Correlation between tumor volume and Ki ratio.
There was positive correlation between percentage volume
decrement and percentage change in Ki ratio (r = 0.61, y =
1.52X-12.38).

an apparent increase after radiosurgery. At 6-mo follow-up,

there was no decrease in tumor size. Because the response of
meningioma to radiotherapy is known to be slow (22), the
treatment effect may not be well evaluated in this short
follow-up period of 6 mo.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we used the Ki of FDG uptake as an index of
glucose metabolism of tumors. Ki was the most reliable
method for quantification of FDG uptake by the tumors (23).
The required assumptions are negligible glucose-6-phospha-

tase activity (k4) and equilibration between tissue and
plasma. Ki of lung tumors is independent of uptake period

Irradiated
Non-irradiated

-40
0 ÃŽ
Radiosurgery

ÃŽ t
PETÂ® PETÂ®

days
ÃŽ

PETÂ®

FIGURE 5. Serial changes in Ki ratioof irradiatedand nonirra-
diated tumors relative to pretreatment condition (patient 5). Rapid
increase in Ki ratio of irradiated tumors measured 4 h after
radiosurgery is shown (solid lines). Follow-up PET scan obtained
on day 14 showed decrease in Ki ratio of irradiated tumors below
baseline, whereas nonirradiated tumor showed no significant
change (dotted lines).

(24). To minimize possible confounding effects, such as
sedation and plasma glucose level, on the glucose metabo
lism of the tumors, percentage change in the Ki ratio
(tumor-to-cerebellum ratio) was adopted to evaluate glucose

metabolism before and after radiosurgery. Because k4 is
negligible in brain tissue (25), Patlak graphical analysis was
properly applied to the brain. Patlak graphical analysis
applied to earlier time intervals (10-30 min after FDG

injection) causes overestimation of Ki of brain tissue
compared with the interval between 50 and 120 min (25),
probably due to nonequilibration between plasma and brain
tissue. The overestimation of Ki of brain tissue, however, is
a systematic effect dependent on tissue components (gray
matter or white matter) and time interval used for the
analysis (25). Because relatively large ROIs were placed
over the cerebellum and the time interval was kept constant
across all studies, Ki of the cerebellum can be used safely to
normalize the confounding effect. Hence, percentage change
in the Ki ratio of tumors should be understood as being
relative to nonirradiated normal brain tissue. This approach
is justified in the presence of both irradiated and nonirradi
ated tumors coexisting simultaneously in the same patient.
Because the Ki ratio of irradiated tumors was significantly
higher than that of nonirradiated tumors in the same patients,
the percentage increase in the Ki ratio represents the acute
radiation effect of glucose metabolism of the tumors.

This in vivo study is concordant with a previous in vitro
study (11), which confirms that the metabolic changes in
neoplastic tissues occur as early as 4 h after high-dose

irradiation. The mechanisms of the hyperacute increase in
glucose metabolism of the irradiated neoplasms are not
known. The in vitro studies using baby hamster kidney cells
(26) showed that cellular stresses such as hyperthermia,
chemical substances, infection and treatment of insulin
cause the glucose transporter to move from an intracellular
site in the perinuclear region to the plasma membrane. The
degree of translocation is parallel to the glucose uptake.
Widnell et al. (26) speculated that cellular stress increases
glucose transport by promoting the accumulation of glucose
transporter molecules at the cell surface (26,27). Hence,
increases in glucose uptake may be caused by simple stress
responses common to normal cells. However, this study
showed that tumors that responded well to the treatment
showed a hyperacute increase in FDG uptake that was
parallel to the degree of the response, whereas nonre-

sponders did not show any hyperacute change. Therefore,
the hyperacute increase in FDG uptake may represent a
tumor-specific response to the radiotherapy. It might be

speculated that tumor cells require more glycolytic metabo
lism for energy-consuming processes such as deoxyribo-

nucleic acid (DNA) repair and apoptosis. Through the
stabilization of p53 protein, DNA damage leads to pro
grammed cell death (apoptosis) and to Gl arrest to inhibit
the replication of damaged DNA, permitting time for repair
(28-31). Chemotherapies with complex multidrug regimens

cause an acute increase in glucose metabolism (32,33).
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Hence, hyperacute elevation of glucose metabolism may
represent an acute rescue system in tumor cells, an energy-

consuming process that may be evoked commonly by
noxious intervention such as irradiation or chemotherapy.
Histological cell type and grade of malignancy may influ
ence this metabolic change, because radiation-induced apop-
tosis is highly cell-type-dependent (31) and may be related

to the elevation of glucose metabolism (9). In three human
tumor xenografts, the most radiosensitive tumor with the
highest incidence of radiation-induced apoptosis displayed a
2.3-fold higher rate of FDG accumulation 2 h after irradia

tion compared with a nonirradiated group, and FDG uptake
in the others did not increase significantly (9). These
findings may explain why the central neurocytoma failed to
show a significant increase in FDG uptake after radiosurgery
or any late treatment effect.

CONCLUSION

We confirmed that tumor uptake of FDG increased 4 h
after stereotactic radiosurgery. FDG PET appears to be a
potential tool for evaluating early therapeutic effects of
radiosurgery, before morphological changes can be detected
by MRI or other imaging modalities. Radiation oncologists
may find that serial FDG PET is useful for predicting the
outcome of radiosurgery on neoplasms by detecting hyper-

acute changes in glucose metabolism.
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